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Grounding in the Garden

I

n the enclosed courtyard
behind the admissions building,
where others see an expanse
of ugly crabgrass, Jeannie Kingsley
sees a huge garden bursting with
fragrant, colorful perennials. She
imagines a labyrinth that patients
and staff can walk to soothe their
thoughts and a pathway that weaves
through different sections of the
garden-to-be. Kingsley, a 30-year
veteran of McLean and a nurse on
the short-term unit, is determined
to make her vision come true.
“Magical things happen every day
when you’re in a garden,” she says. “It
draws patients out and puts them in a
more positive frame of mind.”
Kingsley knows from experience.
When Jim Kahn, the activities director
in the Psychotic Bipolars Division,
retired in 2013, she took over the
modest-sized courtyard flower garden
he had tended for years. The courtyard
gets lots of foot traffic and is visible
from many of the admissions building’s
windows. With the help of clinical
coordinator Terri Quinn, Kingsley
added more flowers to Kahn’s garden,
including zinnias, lilacs and hibiscus,
and cared for it with the help of staff
and patients. During the second season,
she recruited a very ill teenage girl to
plant lots of sunflower seeds and used
the process as metaphor. “We would talk
about how plants grow and then how
sometimes they have to go through a
difficult period, maybe losing a branch
and then growing another one,” recalls
Kingsley. “That’s the premise of garden

therapy: people can see how nature
works and heals itself and how it
continues on, despite the setbacks. That
young patient was so calm when we
were in the garden.”
The Grounding Technique Project
After several years of witnessing the
positive effects of the garden on
patients and staff, Kingsley is ready
to move her horticultural project to
the next level. When the admissions
building renovation was completed
last year, its once verdant courtyard
was left looking bedraggled. Kingsley
saw opportunity. Her determination
to expand the plantings, beautify the
courtyard and get more patients and
staff involved have been embraced by
Kelly Carlson, PhD, McLean’s nursing
professional development specialist,
who has been working on nurseled quality improvement projects
around the hospital. Carlson viewed
Kingsley’s garden project as a perfect
way to educate staff about “grounding
techniques” — a therapeutic skillset to

improve patient care that nurse
directors had requested training in.
Grounding techniques help
people detach from emotional
pain by reconnecting with
the external world and the
present moment. Therapeutic
horticulture can be a powerful
way to ground psychiatric
patients because it puts them in
contact with nature and other
people and gets their bodies
moving. While researchers are
still learning exactly how tending
plants affects the brain, what is
known is that gardening reduces stress
by decreasing the production of cortisol.
And some qualitative and quantitative
studies have confirmed its beneficial
effects — particularly on elderly patients
and people with developmental delays.
The Garden’s Magic
Kingsley doesn’t need evidence to
confirm what she has seen over and
over with her own eyes. There was the
Continued on page 2
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With Gratitude, and yes we can do this!
By Linda Flaherty, MS, PMHCNS-BC
Senior Vice President for Patient Care Services

s I sit down to write my
comments for this issue of
the Nursing Network, it is
a glorious spring day; for which I am
grateful. The spring with the emerging
greenery and pops of color from the
daffodils, hyacinths and tulips speaks to
the anticipation of longer sunny days
and renewed energy for trying new
activities. So, the new activity on our
collective horizon is the transition to
eCare. We are deep in training our
end users, having completed super user
training last month. In an effort to gain
a deeper understanding of the system,
I had the opportunity to train with the
super user group. The first session was
overwhelming with looking at the busy
screen and the many options available
to the end users. I was grateful that the
class ended after 4 hours; there was no
way I could absorb more! Between
the first and second class, I tried to find
20-30 minutes that I could practice in
the “playground”. I did feel a sense of
accomplishment as I successfully signed
in and was able to assign my patients. At
the second class, I was able to spend a
bit more time seeing how my classmates

A

were taking
in all the
information.
It was
impressive
to see
how facile
some class
members
were in
picking up
the content
Linda Flaherty
and how
helpful
they were
in sharing their knowledge. Thank
you for those of you sitting next to
me for your assistance when I was
stuck! By the third class, the content
seemed more familiar and I remember
thinking; we can do this! Having said
this, it is critical to practice. Please take
the opportunity whenever you can to
practice in the playground, even if only
for 15 minutes. The credentialed trainers
repeatedly tell us the importance of
practice, heed their advice. As we go
along this journey, I am sure we will
find challenges but I am confident we

will be able to find workable solutions
by working together. Thank you all in
advance for our successful go-live on
June 24th!
In keeping with the theme of
gratitude, I wish to thank Julie Fannon.
As many of you know, Julie will be
retiring this spring after 17 years of
service to the hospital. Julie has worked
quietly and effectively in developing our
annual training programs, the nursing
meditech liaison and contributing to
the orientation offerings for our new
nursing employees. In addition, she
has been the driver of our Nursing
Network; overseeing the development
of articles, taking of the photographs
and reaching out to our community to
share staff accomplishments. It is not an
easy job but the end result was always
something that proudly showcased the
nursing department. She will be going
off to do some cross country travel,
enjoy her summer home and have the
time to engage in new hobbies. She
tells me she will not miss the commute!
Please wish Julie all the best in this next
chapter of her life... ■

Grounding in the Garden
continued from page 1

in her garden and would Kingsley
allow him to help her? He was a
tremendous worker, weeding, raking,
digging and planting. “He
and another challenging
teenage boy bonded
around the garden,
working together, and
experiencing a calmness
not seen on the unit ”
recounts Kingsley. Then, there was the
very depressed man who for months
would silently watch others at work
in the garden from the adjacent patio.

After a while, he began identifying the
plants as well as the weeds and sharing
his own long history with horticulture.
When he was discharged,
he donated flowers to
the garden. While many
patients get their hands
dirty on a regular basis,
others simply enjoy the
garden from a seat on the
patio or from a window in their room.

young woman experiencing suicidal
thoughts who did some planting with
Kingsley recently, and reported that
their work was the only positive thing
in her day. Another patient, a young
man, whose aggression worried staff,
reluctantly agreed to come out to the
garden with Kingsley. Once there, he
began talking enthusiastically about
how he used to help his grandmother

Continued on page 6
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Worry to Wonder! This is going to be an EPIC journey
By Christopher Richard, RN

W

hat will it be like? Will I
be able to learn it? Will
my job or patients suffer
because of this new system? Let me
introduces myself. My name is Chris
Richard. I was the Clinical Leader
at Brigham and Women’s Faulkner
Hospital and a super user during the
EPIC go – live 2 years ago. I had all
the same questions, hesitations, and
fears that you have now. I know that I
won’t be able to change how you feel,
but you can read about my experience
and become hopeful. After all, I took
a job here knowing that I would be
going through “Go Live” again.
My peers and I went through the
same EPIC classes as you are going
through. Initially, we were all excited.
Let’s face it; Meditech has its issues.
Anything that replaced it must be
better right? We arrived at our first
class and... The system looked nothing
like I thought it would. I was nervous.
Four hours went by and not one of
the teachers told me how I would be
using epic to do my job. I remember
after the first class, feeling less hopeful.
“I thought I was going to learn how
to do my job,” I said. “I don’t think I
remember anything they taught me,” I
said. Later I was told that the classes
are to teach you how to use the computer system, not how to do my job.
That would have been helpful to know
upfront. Oh well, live and learn.
The second class briefly reviewed what
we did in the first class. Surprised, I
had remembered some of it. It was my
first little success. Then they taught
us how to pass medications. I felt a
little better. At least it was a task I
was familiar with. I needed to know
how to do that as I cared for patients.
We discussed how you do education
for your patients in the EPIC system.
“That’s important for my patients too,”

EPIC super users begin their training

I thought. I paid a little more attention. The second class went by faster
than the first. As we left, I remember
that the conversation on the ride back
to the hospital was more positive than
after the first class. Our last class was
easier still, with slightly more hope and
positivity.
However, even though we could
begin to see some concrete use for
the program, we were still skeptical.
And now we were told to make time
during our busy shifts to “Play in the
Playground.” About half of the super
users did and some of us didn’t. As
time went on, you could tell who had
been practicing because they were
the ones who became far less anxious.
Putting in fifteen or twenty minutes
every couple of shifts made all the
difference. Moreover, once you found
out that it helps, you were excited to
cover for someone else to get practice
time too.
AND THERE WE WERE... the
day of go live. We had our classes, most
of us practiced, and all the nerves came
back. 5:00 AM came; we flipped the

“off ” switch on Meditech and the “on”
switch to EPIC. We were slow. We
were confused at times. Yes, there were
some computer glitches. But... You
are smart!,You have been trained. The
training works. You have super users at
your side! Once you entered a set of
vital signs, you did it! It was faster the
next time. It was the same with passing meds, doing a patient belonging
sheet, starting a plan of care, writing a
note, or doing an assessment. You did
all these things on your first shift. The
next shift was easier, and so on, and
so on, and then we realized the most
amazing thing...
It wasn’t so bad. It was really
hard. We were ALL really anxious.
We all struggled on our first day
(o.k., first few days...) But, and I
heard hundreds (really, hundreds)
of times. People said that if they
knew before go live what it was
really going to be like, they would
never have worried so much. ■
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My McLean Over the Years:
From nurse educator to blissful retirement
By Sheila Evans, MSN, RN, PCNS
Part II of a Two Part Series

W

hen I left my research
position with the Alcohol
and Drug Center, the
federal funding had changed and the
six other nurses and I interviewed on
units for staff nurse positions. I was
lucky enough to work on Codman III,
a very psycho-dynamically oriented
unit with many college and young
adult aged patients. Many wonderful
memories flood my mind when I think
of my years there- it was a time of
learning about a therapeutic milieu, the
importance of boundaries and nursepatient relationships. We had an “open
door” community where the front door
was unlocked at 8 A.M. until 7 P.M.
The nurses were consistently in touch
throughout the shift with their patients,
this kind of communication was
essential because we had to be aware
of any changes in patient vulnerability
and safety issues. The open door also
meant that nurses and mental health
specialists needed to check in with
each other throughout the shift in a way
which uniquely bonded us as a team.
Dr. John Gunderson was the PIC
and his regular morning community
meetings with all staff and patients were
wonderful examples of therapeutic
group process. Nancy Valentine, my
former supervisor, was still a mentor and
after two years convinced me to return
to school for my B.S.N. But, boy, did I
miss Codman III!!
I loved Boston College and the
opportunity to take liberal arts courses
along with nursing. I focused on
psychiatric nursing and had an extended
clinical practicum in a quarter-way
home which was state sponsored.
Spending time in Dorchester and

developing long-term
relationships with these
very seriously mentally
ill residents was so
satisfying personally.
In 1980, with my
new B.S.N. credential,
I received a call from
the nurse recruiter at
McLean who asked if
I would apply for a
team nurse position in
Partial Hospital (then
located in what is now
the Imaging Center).
I remember meeting
with the whole team
and getting excited
about the role because it
would mean I would be
working with recently
discharged patients as
they transitioned out
to the community,
but also with a fair
number of seriously ill
patients who needed the
consistent stability of an out-patient
team and group focused milieu. It
reminded me of my clinical placement.
I was especially excited about working
with a nurse, Karen King, because
we hit it off in the interview. It was
only after I was hired and started
my new job that I realized she was
leaving and I took her job! It was a
wonderful position. I had anywhere
from 30 to 50 patients on my team,
all with different schedules and
clinical needs. I became very adept at
assessing for safety, defusing escalating
behavior, hospitalizing patients in an
emergency, monitoring medications
and intervening with all aspects of
patients’ communities. Unfortunately,

Sheila Evans

financial considerations meant we had
to down size from four teams to one,
and eventually, as the last nurse to leave,
the unit closed in 1983.
Upham House took me in and once
again I found a mentor, Joan Zabarsky,
who was fair, intelligent, kind, warm
and wanted the best for both her
patients and her nursing staff. Also
an “open door” inpatient unit,
Upham, under Dr. Phil Levendusky,
was exciting and challenging in new
ways. It had a major CBT component
and contracting philosophy approach.
Weekly Community Meetings focused
on goal setting for each patient and
individualized written contracts to
meet the goals. At follow up groups,

Continued on page 5
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My McLean Over the Years:
From nurse educator to blissful
retirement
continued from page 4
patients and staff evaluated the goal
attainments and planned new ways to
succeed if goals were not met. I loved
the focus on relationships with patients,
the partnering with patients for safety,
and the approach of involving patients
in personal responsibility for their lives.
The staff worked so well as a team
and offered flawless consistency to the
patients. But by then Nancy Valentine
was back at McLean as the Vice
President for Patient Care, and called
me to her office to “encourage” me
to go to graduate school! Naturally,
I listened to her and began a Masters
Program at B.C. pronto!
After getting my M.S.N., I
accepted a position at B.U. Medical
Center as a CNS. Having used a
couple of McLean references, someone
told Marilyn Verhey, about me and
Marilyn called to see if I might be
interested in a CNS role in Staff
Development. Working for Marilyn
was one of the best decisions I ever
made. She was a perfect mentor to a
freshly minted CNS-her support and
encouragement was boundless and
I got very involved very quickly in
projects and orientation.
The projects and assignments I
had varied over the years. Some were
long term, others not. Orientation was
one of those long-term responsibilities
and my favorite. I loved engaging
with entering nursing staff. Teaching
a group that may include experienced
psychiatric nurses, new graduates, or
nurses from other areas such as medical
or surgical backgrounds was always
challenging and changing. Orienting
MHS’s fresh from college, or those
with advanced degrees in social work
or psychology, along with both former
computer techs who might want
“more meaningful” work, or certified
nursing assistants hired to work with

the elderly often felt like conducting a
new orchestra, balancing all the players
at once! I have known, met with and
mentored so many staff as they have
grown professionally and personally.
Cleaning out my desk before leaving,
I found over over fifty letters of
recommendation I had written, some
were for nurses who hoped to get
advanced degrees, but most were for
MHS’s applying to nursing schools!
Many of whom now work at McLean
When I started, and for many
years thereafter, I was the lead nurse
of a group studying alternative ways
to teach and carry out all aspects of
educating nursing staff about deescalalating and restraining patients.
When we finally decided to purchase
the CPI program, I organized a
group of 15 nursing staff to attend a
week-long training at McLean with
the original founder of the Institute.
Needless to say, our original group
of certified CPI instructors had our
work cut out for us! I’m sure it took
over ten years (or more) to convert
the nursing staff to the basic message
and philosophy of de-escalation and
prevention. Out with the culture of
“toughness” and in with patience,
alternatives and ultimate safety for
all. Shortly thereafter, an EAP social
worker and I developed and led an
on-going support group for nursing
staff who had experienced workrelated trauma. We also went to unit
staff meetings to help staff process
traumatic events on the units. The
group was held every other week and
continued for over twelve years.
Our current framework in nursing
(soon to be replaced by EPIC) and the
notorious “green books” were all based
on a nursing consultant that developed
the “Marker Model”. Our department
spent over two years writing the
policy, documentation, and procedure
books to conform to this model. We
sponsored a “Career Development
Program” whereby accepted staff
nurses were mentored on a 1:1 basis
for a year and worked with our staff
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on special projects before returning to
their original units. One of the main
goals was to complete the the Marker
Model. I was constantly writing new
Standards of Care, Protocols and
Procedures. Now you know who
to blame for those books! Probably
that is why I still like to write new
Procedures and Protocols!
I have spent many years in my role
in staff development. When I started, it
was a department with five psychiatric
CNS nurse educators and one medical
NP (Beth O’Neil !) also in the teaching
role. It grew to include several other
part time CNS’s and a support staff of
four! We were all busy, all the time,
because Nancy Valentine and Marilyn
Verhey met with us frequently, always
brain-storming and creating innovative
projects; we also had a budget to match!
In 1986 I had a baby and returned
to my position as a part timer at
twenty hours per week, a role I kept
until retiring. It’s hard for me to
comprehend sometimes that I’ve been
so engaged and connected with so
many people, programs, and projects at
McLean while being a part timer. My
long nursing career at McLean never
felt diluted by my hours, but rather
more intense as I tended to work every
other day. Over time, the budgetary
concerns in health care hit McLean
hard and as the inpatient hospital
down-sized so did staff development.
Following Marilyn’s move out of state
and Nancy taking a position in the V.
A. system, there were many reiterations
of our department and roles. We
traveled from Higginson House, to
Wyman, to South Cottage to the Oaks
building. We reported alternatively to
Gail Tsimprea, Linda Damon or Linda
Flaherty, or a combination of all three!
Ultimately there were three nurse
educators left and we were assigned
to units in a de-centralized manner. I
worked with Jane Ward on East House
I and II until I went on medical leave
for a year.

Continued on page 6
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My McLean Over the Years:
From nurse educator to blissful
retirement
continued from page 5
Soon after I returned to McLean,
Linda Flaherty was appointed the
new Senior Vice President for Patient
Care Services and we two remaining
part-time Staff Development CNS’s
were officially moved under Nursing
Administration. I had the good
fortune to be mentored in my last years
by Linda who I admired for being

Grounding in the Garden
continued from page 2
A Larger Context
Kingsley is not the only staff member
who is bringing more green into
the lives of patients and
staff. The other unit in
the admissions building
has a vegetable garden
next to Kingsley’s. And
Ginybel Belgira, a nurse
on the geriatric neuropsychiatry
unit, plans to create a garden for her
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totally involved in every aspect of both
her large nursing staff and patient care.
She seems to effortlessly keep track of
hundreds of details, concerns, projects
and people. She remains calm, fair and
instructive in crisis situations. She was
always available to consult with and
advise me which I appreciated. When
I wanted to try something new like
being associate nurse director on SBII,
she encouraged and supported me.
Thus, I had one of my best experiences
at McLean as I discovered joy in
working clinically and administratively
with the elderly and the nursing staff.

One of the last projects she introduced
me to was working with the Patient
and Family Advisory Committee and
the Recovery Oriented Care Model
which she is passionate about. For all
that, I thank her.
My hope is that staff will continue
to visit the nursing administration
office which I often saw as a relaxed,
warm and welcoming place. It can
be a safe place to seek out individuals
who can answer questions, help process
concerns, and offer unmitigated
support for the very difficult jobs you
all do every day. ■

patients. Meanwhile, Todd Snyder, a
Klarman behavior therapist pursuing
a certification in horticultural
therapy, is hoping to plant herbs,
with information explaining their
therapeutic properties, around the
dining area outside the
de Marneffe Building,
welcoming people to
smell, touch and enjoy
them.
Carlson said that these
horticultural therapy
projects fit in well with McLean’s
long history of capitalizing on its

landscape for
the benefit
of patients.
“We have
beautiful
grounds
and lots of
natural beauty,” says Carlson. “McLean
patients have long used grounding
techniques as a way to wake up their
senses, come out of their painful
places and connect with the outside
world, whether by taking a walk,
looking at a colorful tree or picking
up a pine cone and examining it.” ■
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